Encapsulation of bovine serum albumin within novel xanthan gum based hydrogel for protein delivery.
Aim of the present study is to investigate synthesis of novel hydrogel as a potential protein carrier, intended for controlled release formulation. The hydrophilic bovine serum albumin (BSA) was chosen as a model protein to be encapsulated within xanthan gum (XG)/poly (N‑vinyl imidazole (PVI) hydrogel. Both XG/PVI hydrogel and XG/PVI/BSA matrix structures were elucidated via different analysis tools such as FTIR, XRD, FE-SEM and EDX. Both BSA loading and release profiles were determined. Cytotoxicity of XG/PVI hydrogel was investigated against normal cell line (VERO cells). The obtained results revealed that % Drug (BSA) loading (% DL) and Encapsulation Efficiency (% EE) increased with increasing both gelation time and loaded BSA concentration, while %DL and %EE decreased with increasing the polymer concentration. The maximum value of %DL and %EE was 59.50% and 99.17%, respectively. Results of in-vitro BSA release in PBS showed that increase in the polymer (XG and PVI) concentrations led to increase in BSA release. Kinetic studies of the in-vitro release of BSA from XG/PVI/BSA matrix followed non-Fickian and case II transport mechanism. Moreover, Cytotoxicity results showed good biocompatibility of this novel hydrogel. SDS-PAGE analysis confirmed that the structural integrity of BSA was not affected by the encapsulation or release conditions. Consequently, this novel hydrogel can be used as an efficient BSA carrier for protein delivery.